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PRESS RELEASE 

 

 

Mechanical Engineering Congress 2018: The industry 

of decision-makers must want to make the transition 

 

The industry of mechanical and plant engineering is already feeling the 

uncertainty of its customers caused by the increasing worldwide trade 

conflicts. For those attending Mechanical Engineering Congress 2018, yet 

one more reason why this traditional industry should take a serious look 

at the transitions taking place in corporate and leadership cultures. Close 

to 100 executives responded to the invitation from the Staufen 

Management Consultants and Staufen Digital Neonex as well as this year's 

host SEW-EURODRIVE, arriving in Bruchsal to discuss the road to the future. 

 

"Companies need freedom, curiosity and courage to be able to create a culture 

that not only allows innovation, but encourages change," said Martin Haas, CEO 

of Staufen AG, opening the Congress and leaving absolutely no room for 

excuses. Knowing full well that even the most successful transformation always 

means walking a tight-rope between what's been tried and tested and what is 

innovative, the Staufen CEO nonetheless underscored: "Hierarchies must be 

thrown out the window and cross-sectoral working between teams must be 

encouraged. Today, hierarchy must not only be instructive, but must also 

promote." 

 

The attendees of the Congress were able to experience live on site what kind of 

results a smart factory working according to standards of this kind can in fact 

deliver in terms of efficiency and flexibility. Johann Soder, COO, Manager of 

Operational Business at SEW EURODRIVE GmbH & Co. KG, underscored in 

connection with this the huge significance of lean management: "Lean and 

Industry 4.0 go hand-in-hand, because unless it relies on lean as the basis, 

Industry 4.0 simply cannot be implemented. 

 

New growth in mechanical and plant engineering not only relies on a corporate 

and leadership culture that encourages innovation, but it relies on data. For 

example, Rainer Hundsdörfer, CEO of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG, 
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demonstrated how the digital transformation had changed the business model 

of his company, and the enormous results potential of these changes. 

 

Dr Ulrich Hermani, Senior Advisor for the Mechanical and Plant Engineering 

Division at Staufen, ended the Congress, consisting not only of one specialists 

presentation after the next, but also a large number of workshops on subjects 

from the lean order process to smart after-sales services, by urgently appealing 

to the decision-makers of the decision-maker industry: "Don't just think 

innovative, be the innovation yourself!" 
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About Staufen AG - www.staufen.ag 

Inside every company there is an even better one. With this conviction, Staufen AG has 

been advising and qualifying companies and employees for more than 20 years. Markets 

are on the move - the competitive pressure is enormous. Staufen helps to quickly bring 

about the right changes, increase productivity, improve quality and increase innovative 

strength. With the appropriate strategies and methods, the international lean 

management consultancy ensures rapid and measurable success - in order to leverage 

the potential available in every company, Staufen consultants establish a lively and 

sustainable culture of change together with executives and employees. Staufen 

subsidiary Staufen Digital Neonex supports medium-sized industrial companies on their 

path to digital transformation. The Academy of Staufen AG also offer certified, practice-

oriented training courses. Of the 13 international locations, more than 280 employees 

serve customers all over the world. In 2018, Staufen AG was awarded "Best Consultant" 

by "brand eins Wissen" for the fifth time in a row. According to the renowned industry 

study "Hidden Champions 2018", the consulting firm is Germany's best lean management 

consultancy and was honored several times with the "Best of Consulting" award by 

"Wirtschaftswoche" journal. 
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